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Hello, 
  
        Welcome to issue #5 of our illustrious publication. 
  Not only have our minions worked hard to bring forth a bumper 
sized issue for your reading pleasure, this issue  also coincides 
with the SMUT Group’s long planned tour to Lake Cargelligo. 
  If that alone is not enough to have you gasping for breath in all 
the excitement, we also have two terrific articles. 
  The first is an article on the Lake Cargelligo line, originally written 
by Neville Pollard back in 1973 and a terrific look at what once ex-
isted along the line we are to travel. 
  The second, by Ross Jackson, a look at a project to restore some 
of that great history that we have lost. 
  I am so excited that I cannot possibly type any more. 
 
        Sarah 
—————————————————————————–—————- 

 

  SMUT has a number of different  
Facebook groups for those with an 
interest in future events, or railways       
                  in general. 
 Feel free to join today - we would      
        love to have you there. 
 

 
Australasian Historical Railway Infrastructure Group (SMUT) 
 *  A look at railway infrastructure in the Australasia Region. 
 
SMUT Modellers - Public Edition 
*   Learn of upcoming group activities, publications and chat. 
 
Industrial Rail Obsessives (SMUT Modellers) 

*  Group for people interested in industrial railways. 
 
Australian Railway Ezines 
*  Receive all our free e-publications, like this magazine. 
 
 

  The ‘Strange Modelers of Universal 
Trains’ is an unofficial non-club,      
operated by non-members for          
non-members.  
  We partake in many non-activities, 
like social gatherings, research,     
modelling nights, railway trips with a 
special emphasis on helping hobby 
shops and regional railway museums, 
publishing and sitting around for hours 
on end whinging about the hobby. 
 
BDIC:           Brad 
Squirrels:     Brad, Michael, Nate and  
                     David’s Hendo and Holton.  
Tours:           Greg and Brad 
 
 
 

     SMUT.Modelers.Group 
             @gmail.com 

Please cease emailing me marriage proposals. 

COVER SHOT: 
                           4501 on a recent tour to Kandos, a popular 
location for rail tours in recent times. During 2016 State Mine 
will take the first train to Rylstone in many years. 
                                                                       Photo: Wayne Eade 
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             S*M*U*T  FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
 

Note that events in blue will have limited available public seating. 
Email us for details. 
 
 
MARCH 2016 - Lake Cargelligo Tour 
OCT 2016 - SMUTFEST 2016 
OCT 2016 - FORD Australia closure - Celebration 
_________________________________________________________ 
Proposed Events: 
Moreton Mill Revisited Bus Tour. 
** Combined SMUT & Maroochy Shire Tramways SIG 
Lithgow bus trip (LSMR and model club) 
Hunter/Neath Weekend. 
Millerbung Layout Modelling nights 
SMUT @ STREAMLINERS 

 S*M*U*T  

SUPPORTS RURAL  

 RAIL  

PRESERVATION 
 

  We regularly run bus 

tours to different railway 

museums, we also  believe 

in promoting (for free) 

your projects and        

perhaps even helping 

with the same. 

  Please contact us with 

your latest news and 

events. 

<< 
 The SMUT 
Railfan  
Social 
Group 

would like to 
welcome all 
passengers 
on our tour 
today. 
 



The Development of Lake Cargelligo Township. 
 
  Lake Cargelligo is located in the Northern Riverina area of New South Wales on the western side of a lake that 
gives the town its name. The main Sydney-Perth railway line passes 40km to the north of the town. 
  John Oxley was the first explorer to pass through the district reaching the site of the present town on 26th July, 
1817 on his journey back east along the Lachlan River after becoming lost in the Booligal Swamps some 20 days 
earlier. He was most impressed with what he saw of the lake and named it Regent’s Lake. 
  In 1836, Major Mitchell visited the district on his way to Western Victoria and renamed the lake ‘Cudjallagong’. 
This word he gained from the local Aboriginals and means ‘lake’. The present name of Cargelligo is also derived 
from the original native name. 
  The first pastoral holdings were taken up in the late 1830’s, Gagelluga, Uabba and Wooyeo (pronounced Worry) 
being early runs near the present day township. 
  With the passing of the Waste Lands Act of 1846/7, settlement was hastened throughout the Lachlan Pastoral 
District. Some of these earlier holdings were over 200,000 acres (80,937 hectares) in area. 
  A highlight in the history of the district was the finding of gold on the site of the present town in 1873. 
  The first village was surveyed in 1850 on a site north of the present town but settlers moved to the present site 
because of its proximity to the goldfield. In 1878, the village boasted a blacksmith, wheelwright, two hotels, a store 
and a post office. 
  The 1880’s were years of closer settlement when large holdings were divided into smaller areas. The stimulus for 
this settlement came from Robertson’s Pre-Selection Before Survey Acts.  
  From 1912, those who had hitherto been pastoralists turned to the growing of wheat but the real stimulus to its 
production came with the opening of the railway in 1917. In 1921, 16,000 acres (6,475 hectares) were sown. 
  Probably no other town in Australia has had such a variety of names as Lake Cargelligo. In the 1880’s, the local 
people seemed to know the town by its present name but in Moore’s Almanac of 1880 the town was known as 
Cudgellico. This name was used in all official railway correspondence dealing with the construction of the line. 
  In 1915, the Lands Department pointed out to the Railways Department that the name was Cargelligo and not 
Cudgellico. The school and post office also agreed that the name should be known simply as Cargelligo. 
  The local townsfolk did not agree however, and they pressed to have the word ‘Lake’ restored to the name. 
  After much protest by the Railways and other public institutions, the name Lake Cargelligo became official in 
September, 1918 and the name was gazetted on 21st February, 1919. 
  The town today, of some 1,100 persons, is a service centre of the surrounding district.  

 

                                   The Construction of the Railway from Wyalong to Lake Cargelligo 
 

  In the early years of this century, the  
country north of West Wyalong was divided 
into large ‘station’ properties such as 
‘Wollomgough’, ‘Ungarie’, ‘Ungarie South’, 
and ‘Monument Flats’ which were taken up 
in the 1870’s. Robertson’s Pre-Selection 
Before Survey Act had done something to 
open up the land to more intensive use but 
it was clear that a lack of cheap transport 
facilities was the main stumbling block   
preventing smaller and more profitable 
farming.  
  It became apparent that the necessary    
pre-requisite for such land development 
was the construction of a railway through 
the district to terminate at the village then 
known as Cudgellico.  

Lake Cargelligo - 1970s 
    Photo: Richard Taylor 

LAKE CARGELLIGO 

Note: 
 Due to space limitations this is not the full original article, which is quite extensive and a great read.   
  It was originally published in the ‘Australian Railway Historical Society’ Bulletin magazine, October 1973 and 
photocopies could likely be sourced through their archive department. 
http://www.arhsnsw.com.au 
  We again thank Neville for his generosity in allowing us to republish another of his fine works.  

NEVILLE POLLARD 



  As previously mentioned, there were ideas as far back as 1894 to extend a 
railway line beyond Wyalong to Hillston, one of the routes proposed being 
by way of Lake Cargelligo. 
  In July, 1906, a deputation travelled to Sydney to wait on the Minister for 
Public Works, Mr. C.E. Lee, urging that the construction of this line to 
Cudgellico passing through the village of Ungarie.  The outcome of the   
deputation was that the Minister said that the construction of the line would 
depend on there being enough Crown Land available and its suitability for 
intensive land settlement. 
  Realising the monetary gains which could result from the construction of 
such a railway, the residents of Yalgogrin also sent a deputation to the  
Minister suggesting that the route of the proposed railway be through their 
town rather than Ungarie.  Yalgogrin is a small village situated about 32km 
from West Wyalong on the Mid-Western Highway and about 19km from 
Weethalle on the Rankin Springs line. Such a proposal would have added 
an 32km to the length of the line. 
  The Minister did not give the idea much consideration as plans for a     
railway through Yalgogrin had already been enquired into but had been 
found to be unfavourable. 
  Deputations from other parts of the district met the Minister during the 
years 1909 and 1910 urging the construction of the line via other routes. 
  It was August, 1911, that the Chief Railway Commissioner, Mr. John     
Harper, visited the district when farmers presented statistics which showed 
the profits which could be obtained if such a line were to be built. Mr.     
Harper was very impressed by what he saw and heard and recommended 
that the line be built as a matter of extreme urgency. 
  Two months later, on 11th October, a motion was passed through State 
Parliament referring the whole matter of the railway to the Public Works 
Committee.  
  The Minister for Lands, Mr. G.S. Beeby, visited the Northern Riverina in 
March, 1912 and four days later travelled along the route of the proposed 
line through Ungarie. This was quite an undertaking: the cars in the official 
party had to push their way through uncleared virgin land as there were no 
roads of any consequence while flies, insects and dust harassed the party. 
A reception was held in the Ungarie Hotel. 
  Despite the rough journey, Mr. Beeby was also pleased with what he saw 
and regarded the area as very suitable for wheat production and closer  
settlement. 
  He promised that the Public Works Committee would visit the area before 
the following Easter to inquire into the whole matter of the railway. 
  Mention should be made here of the rivalry between Hillston and Lake 
Cudgellico for the proposed railway. It had been though by residents of 
these towns that only one of the two would receive rail connections but Mr. 
Beeby stated that he saw no reason why both towns should not be con-
nected to a railway. He expressed the view that wheat should not have to be 
carted more than 24km from farm to railway. 
  At the banquet held in Ungarie Hotel one gentleman (the article does not 
state if he was inebriated) promised that the day the first sod was turned for 
the railway he would personally plant 2,000 acres of wheat. Quite a tall   
order in the days of primitive machinery.  
    The Public Works Committee did reach the area in April, 1912 and took 
evidence at the Cudgellico Court House on the 1st and 2nd. Once again the 
farming community made strong overtures stating that the cost of cartage 
was the real drawback to wheat cultivation. 
  It was mentioned that it cost 1/3 (13c) a bushel or £2/7/6 ($4.75) a ton to 
cart wheat from Cargelligo to Condobolin, the nearest railhead at that time. 
  This Committee reached their unanimous decision in the latter part of May 
and recommended that the Wyalong to Cudgellico line be built via Ungarie. 
They also recommended that the Barmedman to Hillston be built (it was 
however only built as far as Rankin Springs), as well as the Condobolin to 
Broken Hill extension. 
  It may be interesting to mention here that in June, 1912, there were 
1,018km of railway under construction in the state employing a total of 
3.726 men.  
  On 15th May, 1912, the Premier, Mr. McGowen and the local Member for 
Lachlan, Mr. Kelly (a tireless worker for the proposed line) visited the area. 
They promised to give the proposals all the support they could in            
Parliament and even the opposition promised to support the Bill.  



Barmedman 
  Photo: Richard Taylor 

  The question of the proposed route it seems was 
still not fully resolved. Questions were raised as to 
the best route to construct parallel railways 
through the area and still be no more than 48kms 
apart. A railway from Wyalong to Merrigal via 
Yalgogrin and Naradhan was envisaged to parallel 
the Wyalong-Cudgellico line, the two lines to be 
about 37km apart. (Merrigal is short for Merri    
Merrigal, a large station which still exists  on the 
Hillston-Lake Cargelligo Road on the banks of the 
Lachlan River). A further line to Hillston would be 
located west of the Merrigal line by a similar      
distance. 
  In early September, 1912, Mr. Charlmers, a       
contract surveyer, arrived at West Wyalong and 
conducted a survey to Cudgellico and a bill       

authorising construction of the line was passed towards the end of this year. 
  In February, 1913, residents of the Wyalong area were becoming somewhat impatient at the delay in               
commencement of construction but in reply to a letter sent by the Wyalong Railway League, the Government 
claimed that a lack of finance was the cause of the delay. Accordingly, it was decided to send a deputation to the 
Minister to speed up the processes of Government. 
  News reached Wyalong that the Premier would be available to turn the first sod to celebrate the commencement 
of the work on the 11th June and this news caused an immediate land boom. Prices of land north of Wyalong rose 
from 100% to 1000% in a few days. 
  The ceremony was performed by the Premier, Mr. C. McGowan on 7th June (not the 11th as planned) and was 
quite impressive. A replica of the shovel used by the Premier was presented to his wife, a banquet for 250 guests 
was arranged and took place in front of the present day showground at West Wyalong. A large number of         
Parliamentary members were present and some travelled to Cudgelligo after the ceremony. 
  The effect on land development north of Wyalong was phenomenal. Wollongough station was divided into about 
30 ‘homestead’ farms. ‘Ungarie’ was divided into 17 blocks (there were 2962 applications for this land). ‘South 
Ungarie’ was made into 15 farms and other large holdings were similarly treated. Pastoralists turned to              
agriculture and the cultivation of wheat. 
  Tenders were called for sleepers in October and a gang of 60 men began clearing operations on 27th October.  
Mr. Wickham was Engineer-In-Charge of construction and by January of the following year 140 men were         
employed in clearing and earthworks. 
  By 14th May, Mr. A. Amos had taken over as Engineer-In-Charge. A pile driving team had meantime arrived and 
commenced bridgework. A shortage of sleepers did hamper early construction of the line. 
  An inspector from the Railway Department visited the area on 29th May, 1914 and investigated the location of 
various sidings and wheat stacks.  
    Problems arose in late July when lack of finance caused a curtailment of the work. It appears that duplication 
work on the main lines had been given preference to branch line construction and most of the men employed in 
the vicinity of Wyalong were sent to Gunning to pursue duplication works at that location. 
  Slow progress was made until work once more began in earnest in January, 1915. A contract for 20,000 sleepers 
was let to Messers. Barrie, Hendrickson and Company by the Public Works Department in April, most of these 
being cut locally. 
  By April, 1916, the railway had been constructed to a point a few miles north of Ungarie then known as ‘Willow 
Dam’. Both regular passenger services and goods trains were authorised to work to Ungarie while clearing work 
had proceeded to a point almost to Cudgellico township.  
    A further interruption to the project was the non-availability of rails. In April, 1916, 80 men had to be retrenched 
because there were only enough rails to lay 14km of track. At this time, work commenced on the railway station at 
Cudgellico (known as Cargelligo after 1915). By September, the rails had reached Boorabil (Tullibigeal) and by the 
next March the rails were within 11km of the terminus.  
    The completed line was opened to traffic on the 13th November, 1917, at a cost of £4,143 ($8,286) per mile. 
There does not appear to have been any celebration to mark the opening of the new line.  



  A news item in the ‘Wyalong           
Advocate’ newspaper merely stated 
that the Commissioner would take over 
the line from the 13th November. Then 
followed a timetable for trains between 
Wyalong and Lake Cargelligo. 
  The distance from Wyalong to Lake 
Cargelligo is 114.19km making the  
total distance from Temora 179.88km. 
  Mention should be made here of the 
importance of organisations known as 
Railway Leagues in the construction of 
this and other branchlines. These 
leagues were located in Wyalong,   
Ungarie and Lake Cargelligo. Their 
purpose was twofold, namely to press 

for the construction of the railway and then to open up the surrounding land for closer settlement. The Ungarie 
Railway League seems to have been very active, in the Annual Report of the League in 1912, the membership was 
given as 80 persons. The choosing of the route to Cargelligo through Ungarie is possibly attributable to the ener-
gies of this group of citizens. 
   
                                                 Description of the Line and Station Arrangements 
 
Temora (489.64km, 292m alt) is an important railway centre. It was opened on 1st September, 1893 with the com-
pletion of the line from Cootamundra. Trains are marshalled here for the branched north and west of the town. 
Temora is also the limit for the working of mainline diesel electric locomotives. Lighter 48-class diesel electric 
units are used on the branch lines radiating from the town. 
  From about 1921 to the advent of ‘dieselisation’ in the late 1960’s, Temora possessed a locomotive depot, which 
at 1st January, 1940, had an allotment of three 12-class, ten 30 T-class and five 50-class engines. 
  The Wheat Sub Terminal here is an impressive landmark and in it, wheat from further out is stored until it can be 
railed to Rozelle, on Sydney Harbour, for shipment overseas. 
  Of interest is the fact that the two silos built at Temora, in 1919 and 1920, haad a combined capacity of 550,000 
bushels of wheat. The original structure was extended in 1924 while the second silo was dismantled in 1970 when 
the second bulkhead was erected capable of holding 5,000,000 bushels. The original bulkhead was constructed in 
1953 and holds 3,000,000 bushels. 
  On leaving the platform at Temora, the line proceeds north, past the carriage shed and across the Griffith-
Temora Road. This crossing is protected by Stop signs for road vehicles. The Griffith branch curves to the left 
just beyond the crossing, and disappears behind the flour mill. 
  A couple of hundred metres further on, we pass the Temora Stockyards located on the down side of the line. A 
loop siding is provided with short extensions on either end. On the south end, a gravitation slope permits the 
movement of stock wagons without motive power. Electric light poles are unloaded at the northern end of the 
loop. 
  A short siding for ESSO Petroleum is provided on the other side of the line while the Home signal for Up trains is 
located just beyond the yard.  

 

Reefton (524.64km, 240.18m alt)   
  Facilities include a 225m goods loop on the down side and a large grain siding loop with connections to each 
end of the goods siding. Ball levers here were replaced here by throwever levers on the 13th October, 1968. The 
silos of 150,000 bushels capacity, are located between the grain siding and the goods siding while the platform, 
30 metres in length, is located on the opposite side of the mainline. Staation buildings include a Station Masters 
office, which could indicate that the station, at some time, was manned.  
  Reefton is named after an area in New Zealand, to where an early gold prospector emigrated. Three or four hous-
es and a store make up the village. 
 
Barmedman (524.64km, 240.18m alt) is an attended station. It was opened as a staff station, facilities included a 
stock siding, a loop and a goods siding, all located on the up side of the line. The platform on the down side was 
64 metres long. 
  Major changes took place on the 10th August, 1922, when the Rankin Springs branch was brought into use, a 
grain siding being opened on the east side of the goods siding and a storage road followed, next to the grain  
siding. 
  Point indicators were added to the loop line points on the 24th February, 1928. Buffer stop lamps were removed 
from the storage siding on the 12th December, 1932. Point indicators were removed from 2C and 5C (see diagram) 
on the 12th March, 1940. 
  The Up distant signal was replaced by a landmark on the 18th October, 1949, and an Up outer home signal was 
provided from the 25th January, 1951. The down distant signal was similarly replaced by a landmark on the 29th 
October, 1959. A reflectorised landmark was provided at the Up end of the station on the 27th November, 1963, 
replacing the older type. Watering facilities were removed towards the end of 1971. 
  The Rankin Springs branch swings to the left at the northern end of the station yard, entry onto the branch being 
gained from Frame E situated beside the junction. This frame is interlocked with the main signal box. Station 
buildings include a Station Master’s office, waiting room, parcels office and signal box. Two large silos are      
situated opposite the station and these accommodate 1,400,000 bushels of wheat. 



  Barmedman is a town of 500 people and is a service centre for the surrounding district. It is named after a sheep 
property close by and is also the name of a town in Scotland.  
 
Wyalong Central (555.22km, 253.29m alt) was simply known as Wyalong between 2nd December, 1903 and      
January, 1908. 
  The station is protected by landmarks and two home signals in the down direction and one for the Up trains. 
These signals are operated from an open signal frame at the eastern end of the platform. The up distant signal 
was replaced by a landmark on the 29th May, 1929, whilst the down distant was replaced on 28th October, 1958. 
  The stockyards siding replacing the siding at 551km was opened on the 20th January, 1925, and is located on 
the eastern side of the yard. The yard layout includes a loop line, a goods siding with connections to the Vacuum 
Oil Co.’s siding at the western end. This siding was opened on the 26th March, 1928. A short dead end siding with 
loading bank connects to the goods siding. A new wheat siding was opened on the 19th July, 1965. On the West 
Wyalong end of the yard a dead end siding provides access to the flour mill and Shell Oil depot. The platform is 
located on the down side and is76.2m in length. 
  Silo capacity totals 1,710,000 bushels made up of the original structure built in 1922 (350,000 bushels), a      
bulkhead erected in 1964 (360,000 bushels) and another in 1970 (1,000,000 bushels). 
  Locomotive facilities comprising of a turntable, engine shed, coal stage and watering facilities were provided at 
the eastern end of the yard. 
  Wyalong Central, an attended platform, is the main station for West Wyalong, a town of 4000 people, and was 
the terminus of the line from the 2nd December, 1903 until the 13th November, 1917. 
  A few hundred metres west of Wyalong Central, the line swings to the north-west. 
 
West Wyalong (557.31km, 262.13m alt) 
  Of interest is the fact that the Down landmark for West Wyalong and the Up landmark for Wyalong Central are 
located opposite each other midway between these two stations. It was just near this point that the ceremony of 
the turning of the first sod was commemorated for the Lake Cargelligo railway. 
  West Wyalong was opened as a station only, 61 metres in length on the Up side of the line. With the opening of 
the Burcher Branch on the 16th December, 1929, West Wyalong became a staff station to facilitate movements 
onto the branch, but it is rather unique in that there are no crossing facilities, trains must cross at Wyalong    
Central. A small office is located at the south end of the platform and a signal box on the other. The waiting room 
has been removed. 
  The Burcher Branch leaves the main line immediately north of the platform, a small loop, using part of the 
branch, being used for shunting movements only. The AMPOL siding on the opposite side of the main line was 
opened on the 30th March, 1960. 
  The two lines run parallel for about 0.5km before the branch swings to the north-east.  
 
Calleen (575.98km, 280.11m alt) is set in gently undulating country well suited to wheat growing. A low line of tree 
covered hills to the west completes the picture. Calleen, aboriginal for fresh water, has a 377.65m loop siding on 
the Down side and a 36.58m platform on the other side, the silos, of 250,000 bushels capacity, are the only     
buildings that can be seen from the platforms. The name board has been removed and no mention is made of it 
as a stopping place in the current Country Passenger Timetable. Stock loading facilities are available at the 
northern end of the siding but these must have been added after the opening of the line, as no mention is made 
of them in the circular dealing with the opening. 
  The Lake Cargelligo Road used to cross the line twice at Calleen, but recent realignment of the road keeps it to 
the Up side. 
 
(Passengers on the SMUT ‘Kettles To Cargelligo’ tour may notice a brand new balloon loop and wheat facilities in 
the location of Calleen. It was due to be opened just prior to our tour. – Editor) 
 
Girral (584.81km, 244.45m alt) the name being changed from Bolagamy on the 28th January, 1919. The platform 
located on the Down side was 76m in length, but this was shortened to 30m in 1968. The waiting room has also 
disappeared. 
  A 396.5m goods loop is located opposite the platform; a further loop siding connects with the goods siding at 
each end. The siding looks little used now. Silos capable of holding 250,000 bushels of wheat are situated       
between these two lines, with loading facilities on the first mentioned siding. 
  Girral is aboriginal for ‘Grey Box Tree’. 
 
Ungarie (597.66km, 227.08m alt) 
   The station is about 1.6km north of the town, which has a population of 500 or so and is situated on the banks 
of Humbug Creek. When this creek floods, much of the town is inundated by up to one metre in water. 
  The platform is on the western side of the line and is 76m in length. When opened, a stock siding was provided 
north of the platform. These yards were moved to the northern end of the grain siding to make way for the Nara-
dhan branch, which was opened on the 11th February, 1929. The original silo, built in 1928 holds 150,000 bushels 
but a new silo built this year, has doubled the capacity. 
  Being a crossing station, Ungarie is protected by landmarks and home signals. An up main call-on signal was 
provided on 5th June, 1929. The down home signal was moved 5om nearer Sydney on the 5th November, 1929. 
Incidentally, a construction siding was provided for the Naradhan line on the 13th May, 1926. 
  Ungarie, a manned station, is named after a pastoral station and is aboriginal for ‘the thigh’.  



  Weja (616.16m, 281.33m alt) 
  Prior to 6th May, 1918, it was called     
Bellarwi but a station on the Rankin 
Springs line is now known by this name. 
There was no platform provided at this 
location when the line was opened, but in 
records prior to 1933, the platform is 
listed as being 7.62m long. The present 
platform is 36.58m long and is positioned 
on the down side. It is constructed from a 
framework of railway lines with a sleeper 
decking. A well kept waiting room       
completes the facilities. 

  A  loop siding was provided on the up side with the opening of the line, but it was extensively remodelled in 
1969 in connection with the opening of the new bulkhead for the Grain Elevators Board. Total silo capacity here 
now is 750,000 bushels. Frame A was relocated 143m closer to Sydney and a raised gravitational bank was   
provided at the northern end. A new loading bank and stockyards were constructed. The siding was completed 
on the 2nd November of that year. Weja is aboriginal for ‘to live’. 
 
Tullibigeal (632.46km, 236.83m alt) 
   The station was known as Boorabil until the 14th January, 1918. It was opened with a loop siding on the down 
side and a 46 metre platform on the opposite side. Tullibigeal was provided with a crossing loop on the 4th May, 
1926 and a loop siding was constructed on the western side of the crossing loop. The crossing loop and goods 
siding were operated from east and west boxes located at each end of the yard. The Electric Train Staff           
instruments were located in these boxes. 
  To facilitate the running of rail motors through the signals, two frames, “A” and “B” were provided at each end 
of the station. These frames operated the home signals but were only used when a station officer was on duty. 
Tullibigeal, an attended station protected buy landmarks and home signals, was converted to a centrally       
controlled crossing loop on the 19th February, 1963. The signal frame is positioned at the north end of the     
platform. 
  The silos, with a capacity of 1,342,000 bushels, are the most significant landmark in the town which has a   
population of 400 people. Tullibigeal is aboriginal for “a place where you split yarran spears”.  
 
Burgooney (645.37km, 192.63 alt) has a small 10 metre long platform on the down side. The waiting room is 
quite large compared to the length of the platform although there are no signs of habitation in the vicinity. Silos 
are located opposite the station and these hold 640,000 bushels. The wheat siding was extended 295 metres 
towards Sydney on the 3rd May, 1934. This siding has connections with the mainline in three places. The name 
Burgooney is aboriginal for “ant that makes hole in sandy ground”. 
 
Lake Cargelligo (668.86km, 169.16m alt) is provided with a run around loop, goods siding, stock siding and 
wheat siding. A siding for Shell Oil branches from the stock siding, while the Mobil siding joins the goods     
siding. Wheat storage facilities are quite extensive, there being three storages at the Temora end of the yard, 
holding a total of 1,790,000 bushels. 
  It is protected by a landmark and a home signal, the latter having been relocated closer to Temora on the 6th 
February, 1963. The signal is operated from the enclosed signal box on the platform which is 61 metres in 
length and is located on the down side of the line. The station is manned by a Station Master and assistants.  
  Locomotive facilities at the northern end of the yard include a turntable and water tank. The coal stage was 
removed on the 10th July, 1970. Enginemen’s barracks are situated to the west of the locomotive siding.  
 
SAFEWORKING 
 
 From the date of commencement of train  
working between Temora and Wyalong Central, 
the line was divided into two sections, Temora 
– Barmedman and Barmedman – Wyalong  
Central. Electric Train Staff working was      
employed prior to 27th October, 1958 but from 
that date, ordinary Train Staff and Ticket    
working was instituted. 
  The section north of Wyalong Central was 
also imitially divided into two sections,        
Wyalong Central – Ungarie and Ungarie – Lake 
Cargelligo.  
  Since the distance between Ungarie and the 
terminus was quite considerable(70.81km),  
Tullibigeal was opened as a crossing loop on 
4th May, 1926, dividing the section into Ungarie 
– Tullibigeal and Tullibigeal – Lake Cargelligo.  

LAKE CARGELLIGO 
PHOTO: GARY MARSHALL 



  As mentioned in the previous 
section, Tullibigeal was         
provided with east and west 
signal boxes from this date, the 
conversion to a centrally     
operated crossing loop being 
19th February, 1963. 
  Electric Train Staff               
instruments were used on   
these three sections. 
  With the opening of the 
Burcher branch on the 16th  
December, 1929, West Wyalong 
became an Electric Train Staff 
station without crossing      
facilities. The section Wyalong 
– Ungarie then became Wy-
along Central – West Wyalong, 
(a distance of just over 1.6km) 
and West Wyalong – Ungarie. 
  Divisible Electric Train Staff 
was introduced between West 
Wyalong and Ungarie on the 

19th November, 1951. The miniature Electric Train Staff instruments between these two locations were replaced 
by the large type on 10th January, 1952. All other instruments were of the miniature type. 
  On the 27th October, 1958 the Electric Train Staff instruments were also removed from between Wyalong     
Central and Lake Cargelligo and were substituted by Ordinary Train Staff and Ticket working. 
 
THE PERMANENT WAY 
 
  The line from Temora to Lake Cargelligo is single throughout and is constructed of predominantly 27kg rail. 
However, where washaways have occurred north of Yiddah, (from 545km) a section of some 6 ½ km of 36kg rail 
was laid through the 1960’s. Some of the turnouts have been re-railed with 43kg, including that at the northern 
end of Barmedman yard. The newer wheat sidings at Weja and Wyalong Central are also constructed of heavier 
rail albeit in short lengths. 
  There are sections of metal ballast between Temora and Wyalong being in areas where washaways have      
occurred. Beyond Wyalong Central, the line is laid in “much ballast”, i.e. ballast of earth and ash.  
  The line is unfenced for most of the distance, but where the line parallels the road, the side of the line furthest 
from the road is usually fenced. 
  All roads cross the line by means of level crossings, Apart from the “Stop” sign on the crossing north of  
Temora platform, all crossings are unprotected. North of Wyalong Central, 70 private and public level crossings 
were provided with the opening of the line. 
  There are no curves of less than 603-metre radius and the steepest grade on the line is 1 in 100. 
 
GOODS TRAFFIC 
 
  The line was constructed to transport agricultural produce out of the district and these commodities still      
provide the bulk of the traffic on the line. 
  Wheat is by far the biggest revenue earner since nearly every farm in the area grows some wheat.  
  Rainfall along the line varies from 15 to 22 inches per year. The gently undulating land and the good friable 
soils are well suited to its growth. 
  Other cereal crops are moved by rail, but in much smaller quantities. Odd truck loads of oats and barley are 
also conveyed.  
    Movement of stock creates a considerable amount of traffic, complete stock trains having been noted by the 

writer on a number of occasions 
in recent years. Stock sales are 
held at Lake Cargelligo and West 
Wyalong. Much of the traffic 
originates from these, but stock 
moved to agistment in dry     
season also travel by rail.  
 
    Mr. J. O’Connor, who worked 
at the Lake Cargelligo station for 
about 40 years, remembers well 
other goods which were       
transported from the terminus in 
years past.  

UNGARIE       
PHOTO: GARY MARSHALL 



  In the 1920’s and 1930’s Lake Cargelligo possessed one of the largest freezing works in country N.S.W. Five or 
six refrigerated wagons were moved south each week supplying ice to places as far afield as Cootamundra and 
Harden. Rabbit carcasses were similarly transported. 
  In the early 1950’s, a deposit of magnasite was exploited 5km from Lake Cargelligo on the Whitton Road; usually 
12 four wheel wagons left each day. This traffic lasted for two or three years. 
  Cypress pine logs were transported by rail from “the Lake” about the same period. Tomatos were grown on the 
shores of Lake Cargelligo in the early years of the railway and were despatched in louver vans. 
  Inward consignments include tankers of fuel, machinery, bulk loading from Darling Harbour and, of course,  
superphosphate. 
  Goods trains are quite often 20-30 wagons in length. 
  Apart from cross country and main lines, this branch is possibly one of the busiest in rural New South Wales. 
 
LOCOMOTIVE WORKING 
 
  In the circular dealing with the opening of the extension from Wyalong Central to Lake Cargelligo in 1917, the 
following locomotives were permitted to be used on the line:- 
A, B, C, CC, CG, D, E, H, J131, J483 and L classes. 
  In the 1924 re-classification these represented:- 
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 28 and 29 classes, but not in the same order. 
   In information dated 1st March, 1936, the 11 and 27-classes had been added to the list and the 29-class deleted. 
  It is not to be assumed that all these classes actually worked on the branch, but, it does represent those that 
were permitted to do so. The 13 and 20-class tank engines, for example, would have had difficulty owing to their 
limited water supplies and the distance between watering facilities. 
  An indication of those locomotives which saw service to Lake Cargelligo can be gained from a study of         
locomotive allotments at Cootamundra and Temora. 
  Before 1921, engines were supplied from Cootamundra. On 1st January, 1917, two 12, two 14, three 16, three 17, 
three 21, one 22 and two 25-classes were employed on goods services. 
  Temora was opened as a depot about 1921, with an initial allotment of three 25 class (2509, 2521, 2541). In 1931, 
it had grown to five 24-class, six 25-class and ten 30T-class. 
  The following is a table of through loads permitted for Down and Up trains between Temora and Lake      
Cargelligo. Increases in tonnages were allowed in some sections.  
 
Class of engine      Passenger     Mixed        Goods 
                                 tonnes           tonnes       tonnes  
12,13,14,15,16           175                 240            320 
17                               215                300            390 
11,21,22                     240                330            435 
20,24,25                     275                370            485 
27,28                          315                425            565 
 
  In 1940, Temora possessed three 12-class, ten 30T-class and five 50-class. The 12-class were used on            
passenger trains to “The Lake” and the 30T’s on goods services.  
  With removal of the 12-class, all services were maintained by 30T’s, which did a sterling job until the 48-class 
diesel electric units came on the scene in the early 1960’s. 
  In 1962, these locomotives were listed as being able to work to Lake Cargelligo. The loads permitted are also 
detailed.  
 
Class of engine      Passenger     Mixed        Goods 
                               tonnes           tonnes       tonnes 
30T                         305                390               500      Down 
                                                                       540      Up 
32                                          705      Down 
                                                                          740      Up 
50                                                                      810      Down 
                                                                          1,020    Up 
60 (light type)                                                   1,530   Both Ways 



  Speeds allowed for these classes of locomotives were, 30T 48km/h, 32, 50 and 60-class all 32km/h. 
  It is doubtful if these latter three classes ever saw service on the line as tender first running would have been 
necessary in one direction. With much of the line unfenced, extremely low speeds would have been necessary. 
  With the advent of the 48-class to Junee, they were soon seen in the Temora district. If a member of this class 
was available at Temora, it was always employed on Lake Cargelligo working in preference to other branches 
because of the greater distances involved. 30T-class were removed from Temora about September, 1968. 
  Motive power between Temora and Lake Cargelligo is now the exclusive domain of the 48-class, which operate 
as either single or double units. One 48-class can haul 1,000 tonnes in both directions and when working as 
multiple units, the load can be doubled. 
 
Train Working 
 
  The first class single fare from Sydney was £3/17/6 ($7.75) and the second class fare £2/13/10 ($5.38). 
  Present train working as shown in the latest Working Timetable issues in 1972 provides for 10 goods trains to 
work north of Temora and return each week. Of these, one is scheduled to West Wyalong and Burcher returning 
the same day. This service is provided each Monday. 
  On Tuesdays, the Rankin Springs line is served by a return goods service. 
  Thursdays sees a service to Ungarie and onto the Naradhan branch and return. 
  Of the remaining services, three are timetabled to terminate at Wyalong Central, on Wednesday, Fridays and 
Saturdays returning on those afternoons. 
  Lake Cargelligo has four tabled services each week, on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays which 
return on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays. 
  Although they are listed in the Working Timetable, there is no guarantee that they actually run but this        
summary does give some idea of present train working. 
  Wheat trains are a regular feature on the line while stock trains are somewhat less frequent. 
  One of the most recent timetable changes has been the progressive abolition of locomotive-hauled mixed 
trains in favour of rail motor services for passenger traffic. 
  Three types of rail motor are used – 12.8m CPH type with trailers, which work to Lake Cargelligo and return on 
Mondays and to Rankin Springs on Friday returning the following day, 600/700-class two-car diesel trains which 
work to the terminus on Wednesdays and Fridays and convey an ETP type parcels trailer off the South Mail (the 
return service is made on the same afternoon) and the most recent addition, the PCH air-conditioned cars, off 
the Riverina Express which make their way to “the Lake” on Tuesdays and Thursdays. The return trip            
commences on the following day to Sydney. A Saturday day service is also provided to and from Wyalong   
Central. 
  Until a couple of years ago, a through carriage for Lake Cargelligo was provided on some days on the South 
Mail from Sydney. Usually a CR type composite first/economy class sitting car was used which looked rather 
odd when marshalled between two larger sleeping cars. This service has now been discontinued and             
passengers must change at Cootamundra.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Lake Cargelligo is one hundred years old. From humble beginnings as a burrcutters camp, it is now a busy 
country town, supplying consumer goods to farms as far afield as 77km. 
  The railway has a special place in the development of the town and district for it was responsible for  the land 
booms in the 1920’s and the removal of agricultural produce to the city. It will no doubt be called upon to fulfil 
the later function for the next 100 years.  
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Notes (From SMUTTER Editor): 
  When the article was written, the population of Lake Cargelligo was 1,100. In the last census, back in 2011, it 
had risen to 1380. 
  In 2016, mainline locomotives can operate beyond Temora to Griffith and Naradhan, while Rozelle is now closed 
and no longer a wheat receival point. While wheat forms all of the product still carried from the area by rail, the 
goods and passenger trains all now gone.  
 
The author: 
                    The author, Neville Pollard, returns to Lake Cargelligo again on this tour.  

Temora   1968 
Photo: Neville Pollard 
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Bringing a NSWGR DEB Set  
into Preservation and Operation!  

 
Ross Jackson  

(Project Manager - NSWGR 900 Class Restoration) 
 

Thank you to Mark Zanker and Bradly Coulter for assisting.  

 

 
Introduction 

  Hello everyone and welcome to “A Steam Train to Lake Cargelligo”, two days of steam action in a beautiful part 
of NSW that has not seen a steam locomotive in 30 years or so. Not only a fantastic tour but a fundraiser for 
Steam Locomotive 1022, a part of the Valley Heights Rail Heritage Museum in the lower Blue Mountains.  

 I thank SMUT (Strange Modelers of Universal Trains) for this opportunity to talk about a restoration currently  
being undertaken by Lachlan Valley Railway Co-Op Society. The topic for today is the 900 Class DEB Set, which 
was a reliable and well regarded daylight Rail Car set used on the New South Wales Government Railways. 

  The story of rail motor development in NSW is a great story, but one for another time. Interestingly the story of 
the DEB Sets begins with Australia’s home front engineering throughout World War Two.  

World War Two 

  During World War Two, the Australian Government selected the New South Wales Government Railways Chul-
lora Workshops as the site for a wartime manufacturing plant. The Chullora Railway Workshops are located adja-
cent to Liverpool Road in Chullora (Western Sydney) and still exist today.  

  The Chullora site was known as Australia’s largest secret manufacturing plant, which was used for the             
production of various types of military weapons. During this period over 2000 men and women worked on site on 
a daily basis to keep our war effort moving. Chullora was responsible for parts of the Beaufort Bomber, Beau 
Fighter and Lincoln aircraft. General Lee and ACI Tanks were also constructed at this site, whilst turrets for the 
British Matilda tanks were also manufactured on site. 
 
Post War 

  After the end of the war, the NSWGR invested in the design of new generation rail motors to begin modernising 
passenger fleet, and the designers adopted the construction techniques employed in Chullora for the              
construction of aircraft in the previous years. Specialists used in Chullora for the construction of aircraft were 
absorbed back into the railway pool after aircraft construction was transferred out of Chullora to Fisherman’s 
Bend (Victoria). By 1946 the NSWGR hierarchy approved the construction of ten two car diesel trains to work on 
branch lines. These were called the 600 class rail motors. 

  The 600 class were the first rail motor predominantly constructed of aluminium similar to aircraft. This           
significantly reduced the weight whilst maintaining the integrity of the cars. They were constructed as a power 
car, the 600 class, and a trailer car, the 700 class. These could be operated from a cab at both ends of the set, 
consisting of a capacity to hold 70 passengers and eight tons of freight. Once constructed, the 600 class were 
deployed to country branch line rosters across NSW to a successful working career.  

 



DEB Sets 
 
  Parallel to the development of the 600 class was the 900 class coded as a DEB set. The DEB set was a main 
line, air conditioned daylight express service which had a unique setup including a Power Car – Trailer  Car – 
Trailer Car – Power Car configuration (Power cars were 900 or 950, Trailer cars were 750, 800 or 850 and Parcel 
trailers were 350). This set was designed to work with two sets together to create a seven or eight car set.  
On the 2nd November, 1951, the first DEB set entered service on the North Coast Daylight Express from      
Sydney to Grafton. This DEB set was plagued with mechanical issues and was withdrawn from service in 1952; 
less than six months after its introduction. After the withdrawal of the first DEB set, construction on the        
remaining DEB cars were suspended pending the outcome. 
The solution came from trials in Canada and America from the ‘Budd’ cars of similar heritage. The Budd cars 
used a GM engine, which proved more reliable than the original Hercules engines employed on the DEB’s. 
Construction continued and after 1955 a further 9 DEB sets were introduced onto the Canberra Monaro        
Express (replacing the steam hauled Federal Express), Far West Express and Northern Tablelands Express. 

 
  After previous issues were       
identified and corrected, the 
DEB sets had a reliable career 
and were well regarded by 
crews and  passengers for their 
comfort and reliability.  
   During 1973, the Canberra 
Monaro Express was reduced 
to a single four car set due to a 
fall in passenger numbers.  
  In August that year, the spare 
DEB set was assigned to work 
the Riverina Express. This set 
was usually worked by new 
Tulloch railcars, which were 
proving troublesome and     
unreliable. 
  The DEB sets worked the     
Riverina Express until 1982 
when the XPT was introduced. 
Slowly, the new XPT’s removed 
most of the DEB sets from their 
usual rosters. DEB sets were 
then used on the Junee to  
Griffith connecting services, 

and also in the Werris Creek to Moree services. The South Coast was also serviced by DEB cars during the 
1980’s. Sadly, the once popular Canberra Monaro Express ceased operation in 1988, displacing a further DEB 
set. In April, 1989, all remaining DEB sets were reallocated to State Rail and placed on the South Coast, Moss 
Vale and Goulburn services. By 1995, all sets were retired due to the introduction of the Endeavour Rail Cars. 
DEB sets saw 50 years of service on the NSW Rail Network. 
 
Accidents & Incidents  
 
  On the 5th January 1986 PF908 was totally lost due to a fire near Dombarton, as a result of the fire DEB’s were 
suspended from use on heavily graded the Moss Vale – Dombarton Line. PF902 was also the victim of an in 
service fire while in the Yerrinbool to Mittagong section during 1994 and consequently was condemned. Trailer 
TB802 also suffered a fire in July 1992 and was also condemned.  
 
  During the DEB’s Service life no passengers were ever involved in a fatality, but unfortunately a driver and a 
fitter lost their lives in PF906, as a result of a level crossing collision with a stock truck near Gunnedah        
Abattoirs on the 13th May 1975. PF906 was condemned as a result of the collision but was rebuilt and              
re-entered service as HPF959 9 years later due to a rolling stock demand at the time. 
  From 1995 to 1998 the remaining DEB cars remained in storage, pending a breakup of the fleet to several rail 
heritage societies. 
 
The Codes for DEB sets 
 
*  PF – Power Car (901-5 and 907-10, 906 was rebuilt as 959 following a level crossing accident) 
*  HPF – Power Car with luggage facilities(951-959) 
*  TB – First Class Sitting Car (801-803) 
*  TFR - Second Class Sitting Car with Buffet (851-852, TFR 852 converted from TBR 852 Dec 1956) 
*  TBR – First Class Sitting Car with Buffet (851-857) 
*  TCR - Composite Sitting Car with Buffet (861-862) 
*  TC - Composite Sitting Car (751-753) 
*  TM - Second Class Sitting Car (853 & 857 were rebuilt from TBR 853 and 857 during 1990) 
*  TP – Parcels Trailer (351-353) 

Reverse livery on a DEB Set in Goulburn – Bob Richardson 



  Out of 36 DEB cars built during the 1950’s (18 Power Cars, 15 Trailer Cars and 3 parcel vans) 9 have been 
scrapped during service or after withdrawal (Power cars 902, 908, 951 & 956 and trailer cars 801, 802, 351, 352 
& 353). 
  2 DEB Cars are in private ownership (PF904 was last seen on a property south of Sydney and TFR851 is on 
display at Walcha Road) 
  Of the 27 remaining DEB Cars 
4 are with the Dorrigo Steam Railway and Museum (905, 955, 752 & 854)  
5 are with Transport Heritage NSW at Broadmeadow Locomotive Depot (910, 952, 954, 753& 856) 
16 are with Lachlan Valley Railway (901, 903, 906, 907, 909, 953, 957, 958, 959, 803, 751, 851, 852, 853, 855, 857, 
861 & 862) 
  Of the original DEB Fleet almost 70% remain in preservation in some form, but none are currently in service. 
Lachlan Valley Railways DEB Set Collection represents 44% of the entire DEB Fleet and 64% of the preserved 
DEB Fleet.  

Our DEB 
 
  The Rothbury DEB Set was 
secured as part of a new 
southern chapter of Lachlan 
Valley Railway in April 2014, 
the secured cars include - 
PF903, TC751, TBR855, 
TB803, HPF957 & HPF958. 
Power Car 903 ran the Final 
Far West Express in          
September 1975 and the final 
 Cooma service in November 
1988, quite fitting given that 
903 was introduced onto the 
Canberra Monaro Express in 
May 1955. HPF957 entered 
service on the Northern      
Tablelands Express in       
November 1960 and also 
spent time on the Canberra 
Monaro Express, Riverina 
Express and the Orange – 
Lithgow – Mudgee service in 
the mid 1980’s. HPF958, like 
957 entered service in        

November 1960 allocated to the Northern Tablelands Express. 958 also spent time on the Canberra Monaro 
Express post 1974. Trailer Car TBR855 entered service on the Northern Tablelands Express in June 1959. 
TB803 entered service on the Canberra Monaro Express in April 1956. TC751 entered service on the Far West 
Express (as it was built for) in September 1957.  
  In June 2014 a team of sheet metal workers, mechanics, carpenters and labourers hired a bus from Albury 
and travelled to Newcastle to do the first technical assessment of the 900 Class over a single weekend.  
  Through the assessment it was identified that all Motor Cars required an aluminium reskinning around the  
drivers area, a result of corrosion caused by reactions with iron bars around the front of the train. Also quite a 
few windows were removed for safety reasons. The Thurgoona Men’s Shed in Albury have been manufacturing 
temporary windows that were taken to Rothbury and installed on the DEB Set cars in December of 2015 when 
another working bee was undertaken.   

  The first challenge faced by the new 
southern chapter of LVR was finding new 
wheels for the Power Car PF903 and  
Trailer Car TC751. At the end of the DEB’s 
service life the wheel sets were at a     
condemnable level and inappropriate to 
use for revenue passenger service. For 12 
months a search was made across NSW 
to locate replacement wheels, finally in 
late 2015 four new sets were identified, 
and through negotiations a price was  
established for the wheel sets and they 
were secured for the restoration.  
  In July 2015 an online fund raiser was 
established to raise funds for the          
restoration of the DEB Set and as of 6th 
February 2016, over $22,000.00 has been 
raised.  

HPF958 after a quick clean-up for photo and logo added. 
Photo:  Peter Allen  

HPF958 in March 2015 – Ross Jackson 



   
  The interiors of the cars are close to immaculate, this is attributed to clever planning by the previous owners 
to cover all the windows in the train that did not allow sun light to enter the cars. 

  At the moment we are waiting to sign an agreement on a location to restore the DEB Set closer to home on 
the main south.  Very shortly after this agreement is signed we will look to transfer the DEB’ Set to that         
location. Because on ongoing negotiations we cannot let the cat out of the bag early, but by the time you read 
this the DEB could be shifted and restoration underway. As I am writing this, the set is being inspected to be 
moved from its 20 year slumber at Rothbury.  

  All things considered we expect the DEB set to be operational by 2018/9, servicing the Riverina and beyond 
on tours. Benefits of the DEB Set are a top 
speed of 115km/h and driveable from both 
ends of the train. The set can carry up to 170 
people with buffet facilities on board with a 
range of over 800km. With 170 Passengers on 
board the train will consume approximately 
$1.70 per head of fuel per 100km.  
 
  We are continuing to fundraise and spread 
the message of the DEB Set restoration. We 
are also continuously looking for volunteers 
to assist, skilled or unskilled.  

  I would like to personally thank all the        
donators and volunteers for the confidence 
and effort they have given to this ambitious 
project. I personally have enjoyed the         
relationships created by this project, rail 
preservation has some fantastic knowledge 
within its ranks and also people willing to give 
you their time for little return.  
 
 

 

A few Key points on the restoration to date –  

*  $21,180.00 Raised. 

*  2015 saw 611 volunteer hours on the project. 

*  Bogies and 8 new wheels secured for the set (2 with final drive equipment) 

*  All smashed windows replaced by temporary window frames for transfer 

*  Graffiti removed 

*  All car interiors cleaned out of waste 

*  Compilation of a DEB set database full of technical schematics of the DEB set 

*  DEB set is ready for final inspection prior to movement 

*  507 members on DEB set restoration Facebook Site and growing weekly 

*  Every dollar raised has gone to the DEB set, no admin! 

  We have a Facebook site on the restoration to keep members and contributors up to date on the progress of 
the restoration. This can be found at  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/debsetrestoration/  
 
Or search NSWGR 900/800/750 Class "DEB" Sets in Facebook. 

To also read updates on the restoration and contribute to the funding  

http://gogetfunding.com/rebuilding-a-nswgr-900800700-class-deb-railcar-set/ 

To contact myself on the restoration for any questions or wanting to assist; 

Ross Jackson   -  Mobile 0477 753 820 

Email ross.jackson@nationalrailservices.com.au                        Twitter @TheRossJackson  

TBR855 awaiting a clean-up – Ross Jackson 



Given the DEB set article in this issue I thought it was 
appropriate to look for some old Instamatic shots from 
the SMUT archives.                                             Do enjoy. 

PRESERVATION NEWS/ARTICLES NEEDED 
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          FRIENDS OF BOMBALA RAILWAY 
   
  The museum recently commenced restoration 
of its fuel tanker. Given their previous restoration 
work, this is expected to be a great looking     
carriage when complete. 

Photos: Courtesy of the museum. 
 
GOULBURN-CROOKWELL HERITAGE RAILWAY 
 
  The museum was lucky enough to receive a  
donation of firewood to raffle off recently. 
  It is planned to raffle 2.5 tonnes of the wood 
during the local Potato Festival in early March at 
$1 a ticket. 
 
           NAMBOUR HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
 
  Former Moreton Mill steamer, VALDORA, is 
about to undergo a cosmetic restoration at the 
museum. 
  The museum has built up a fine collection of 
Moreton rollingstock and is doing some great 
restoration work. 

RURAL PRESERVATION UPDATE 

        VICTORIAN GOLDFIELDS RAILWAY 
 

   This museum recently released a new promo-
tional video and this can be viewed on their Face-

book page. 
 

       SOUTH GIPPSLAND TOURIST RAILWAY 
 

  During a special meeting of the membership on 
January 16th, it was decided to close down this 

tourist railway after 21 years operation. 
  Actual train operations ceased back in November 
and it was felt that a lack of members and finances 
meant that it was impossible to maintain the aging 

infrastructure. 
  A very sad development in preservation. 

 
         WALHALLA GOLDFIELDS RAILWAY 
 
  The museums platform scales from Hamilton 
have been restored and will soon be installed on 
the Walhalla platform. 
  The museum has recently published the first of 
it’s new ‘Community Bulletin’ newsletters aimed at 
letting the local community know exactly whats 
going on with the railway. 
 
                      PICHI RICHI RAILWAY 
 
  A special event was held at Quorn station on 
Australian Day.  
  Breakfast was supplied and followed by other 
celebrations in honour of the 100th birthday of 
Quorn station. 

BRANCHLINE & RURAL PRESERVATION 

NEWS NEEDED 

EMAIL US 

smut.modelers.group@gmail.com 



  By the time anybody is reading this, the Lake      
Cargelligo tour will be in full swing. 
  Compared to Naradhan, this has been a huge exercise 
and has again taught us much. 
  This has mean’t little progress on the Tinlow layout, 
something that needs to be addressed when Lake is all 
done and dusted. 
  In 2017 we may be taking part in a much smaller bus 
tour visiting places of interest on the former Moreton 
Sugar Mill system at Nambour. 
  That is still in the planning stage and seats will be very 
limited. 
  On the subject of the Tinlow layout, some backdrops 
recently arrived from the UK. 
  These are absolutely beautiful and make a huge       
difference to even the barest of layout boards. 
  Thanks to AJMRailways.com 

  Report from Riverina..... We all would like to leave our 
mark in history. We all deserve our 3 minutes of fame.  
  I was an integral part of the Wagga Model Railroaders 
from the beginning, along with fellow local SMUTter 
Rodney.  
  Between us, we made many contacts within the         
industry and now thru one of those contacts asking   
assistance, I have provided photos and drawings to   
enable a kit to be made of the original portion of my 

home.  
  It is a pity really that the scope is limited to typical 
homes of the 50s and 60s. The kit represents less than 
half of what is here now. 
  It will however become part of a range of truly Aussie 
home building kits. Just perfect for your own HO model 
railway.  

  Over the past few months Nate Cox's layout Hopetown 
has seen some drastic changes. For Smut members that 
have seen the layout would have remem-
bered  where  the wheat silos and extra sidings for rakes 
of coal hoppers stood. 
  Well the times have changed and the space that was 
where the wheat silos was and vacant un used 
space  has been converted into a terminal station with 3 
extra platforms.  These platforms hold 6  72ft carriages 
plus locomotive. The platforms are around  1.2m long 
and made from radiata pine which I picked up from   
Bunnings for $6 a piece.  And there is an escape road in 
the middle  where  the shunting loco or spare rake of 
carriages can be stowed. 
 New platform canopies were constructed  from          
Evergreen styrene  and warm white LEDs where wired in 
underneath. And the  end a two storey Metcalfe terminal 
station was constructed. Cardboard kits shit me and its 
a shame it wasn’t plastic as i think plastic  kits are more 
forgiving. 
  As I type this I’m also in the process of wiring in Peco 
point motors to the layout and rebuild the control      
panels. This ties into the 3 aspect signalling I’m also 
installing and panel mounted LEDs will tell me the     
aspect of the signal of positions of the point work. There 
is so many things happening on my layout it is hard to 
keep track of every project. 
  Thanks for reading. Members can also keep up to date 
with what is happening on my layout via my dedicated 
Facebook page for the layout called Panic Station      
Productions. Anyway take care all happy modelling.  
 

CHAPTER UPDATES. 



Above: 4806 Down Mail connection to Lake Cargelligo near West Wyalong Jan 1972. 
 

Lake Cargelligo in 1971. 
 

                                                                                                                                      Photos: Neville Pollard 



  Few are the people who do not know the legend of the Hunter that be Brad Coulter (whether the father 
or the son). The son version has offered to do a Hunter section for ‘The Smutter’ that will cover all 
sorts of Hunter region rail information and, along with Paul Bird’s Hunter preservation section,  

will give a good look into this very busy area. 

HUNTER FLOODS 
 
  Due to a lack of space in this monumentally oversized mega-issue, the normal Hunter Cooties     
section has been replaced with a sole photo of the new Lake Morandoo in Newcastle. Recent rains in 
the area lead to many delays across the local rail system.                                     Photo: Bradly Coulter 

The man who invented predictive text died yesterday. 
 

His funfair will be Monkey. 



QUEENSLANDQUEENSLANDQUEENSLANDQUEENSLAND    

SUGAR CANE SUGAR CANE SUGAR CANE SUGAR CANE     

HIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTS    
 
  Over two hours of Queensland sugarcane 
railway action. 
  For anyone who has visited the various    
systems from Nambour to Mossman, there 
really would not need to be any more said to 
inspire purchase. 
  The massive variety of locomotives,  the   
frequency of trains and, of course, that     
beautiful Queensland coastline scenery.   
  Noted researcher/author/videographer Greg 
Travers has excelled in capturing all these  
railways in action, including my personal    
favourite, Moreton Mill, which closed just over 
11 years ago. 
  If you have never been, this video will make 
you consider it. If you have been, the        
memories will be priceless. 
  If I have one complaint about the DVD, it’s the 
powerful urge it has given me to return as 
soon as possible. 
                                                    Brad Peadon 

AVAILABLE NOW 
 

trainpictures.com.au 
 
 

SMUT TOURS 
 

  Listing of tours which we generally have limited seats open for public use.  
 

Tours/Events For 2016 
               March 19/20 - Steam Train to Lake Cargelligo.   (Seats Now Available) 
                     Christmas Party at Robertson. 
                      Modelling social nights most weekends. 
 

Planned Tours For 2016/7 
                   Richmond Vale / Neath 
                    State Mine Railway 
                    Former South Eastern Beaches Tramway Routes 
                    North Shore by vintage bus. 




